WE HAVE NOT MADE UP A BRAND NEW SOURCE OF ENERGY,
THE ONE BEING PLACED AT YOUR HOME IS USED BY US
AND IT IS ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE

We have invented a system
to save expenses required
for hot water preparation as
well as that one for heating.
Acquisition of thermal energy from waste water represents
relatively a new technology. Its base is energy recycling
from used water or from ventilated air. We are able to install the system into every object. It can save you up to 90%
of needed energy required for hot water processing and
20% of energy that is inevitable for heating. It represents
60 - 75% of total expenses for thermal energy.

Recoverability is warranted,
money saving as well
We will carry out the price list offer for you for free and without
any obligation, it will be clear from it how much you will save
up when making hot water or heating due to our system. Investment recoverability into the system is fast, your loan is paid
off by saved money. Recoverability can be calculated on our
calculator or it can be carried out by us after telephone conversation or personally. No obligations and for free again.

The systems are narrowly
cooperated, they are
recommended to be
carried out together
The systems deal with hot water and heating – the two
most expensive phenomena in a block of flats’ budget
(building). We have been proved right to install both of
the systems at the same time. ERcuper® Water can be
used by you for hot water processing and heating will
be secured by ERcuper® Air. Energy saving will be more
effective.

MORE INFORMATION
ON THE WEB

Thermal energy
recuperation
from waste water
ERcuper® Water

Thermal energy
recuperation from
waste air
ERcuper® Air

It uses thermal energy from waste water
in the drainage system. This energy will
be used for further hot water processing. In case of hot water surplus, the
system can heat it by gained thermal
energy.

It uses thermal energy from waste air
from building roof airing-off point or
from block of flats. The system will use
this energy for hot water processing or
for heating, always according to one’s
request.

Hot water processing with
ERcuper®
Water System

Our intelligent solution will produce hot water due to
thermal energy being obtained from waste water. Thermal energy withdrawal from central source will drop to
minimum, and it has been verified by us that the flats
owners can save app. 60-75% of original expenses for hot
water.

Heating by waste water
can save you up to 90% of
energy being needed for
hot water
If the system takes more thermal energy than it is
inevitable at certain time to be spent, we can supply it
into heating system (it is ideal in case of superstructure
of system ERcuper® Air which takes thermal energy
from ventilated air). Eventual surplus thermal energy
can be stored by us as a reserve for further hot water
processing. It will not be lost, it will be used to the very
last joule.

■

EFFECTIVE ENERGY RECYCLING ECOLOGICAL AND RETURNABLE SOLUTION

■

it takes thermal energy from drainage system which had
already been paid for and it was used only once

■

technical realisation is possible in every building

■

space up to 40m2 will do for installation

■

noiseless operation without odour

■

hot water of 50 degrees Celsius will be constantly yours

■

it will replace the present hot water supplier, hot water
consumption will drop to minimum

■

it will be worth of being installed in a block
of flats with its own boiler room

CALCULATE YOUR SAVING ON
OUR CALCULATOR

You will be kindly
explained details on this
phone number 0915 999 777

You will not get
disconnected
from your central
source

You will be
ensured by hot
water by drainage
system

You will save up
to 90% of energy
needed for hot
water processing

Thermal energy and hot
water will be supplied to you
from your obliged contractor
but only in case of your need.

ERcuper® Water system will
catch hold of thermal energy
from drainage system and
thus it will be used for a new
hot water processing and this
will be straightaway delivered
to you. Excessive thermal
energy can be delivered into
heating by the system.

It is equal up to 60-75% of
existing hot water expenses.
Saved money can be used for
repairs and reconstruction of
block of flats (building) or for
loan instalments.

And you can heat
more cheaply
afterwards
The technology can be
extended in catching hold
of thermal energy from
ventilation which is in the
bathroom, in the kitchen,
etc. This additionally gained
thermal energy can warm up
water or it can heat.

■ you will use energy ecologically, once you have paid for it

■ It is worth of installing in smaller block of flats

■ Preparation of expensive water from central supplier
will be lowered to entire minimum

■ Recoverability of the system (technology) is very fast
in big buildings

■ Savings on operational expenses

■ Savings on energies will bring money for new investments

■ Thermal energy expenses will drop in the whole block
of flats (building)
■ You will contribute to healthier and cleaner environment due to CO2 emissions creation drop which are
released into the air at thermal energy production by
burning of fossil fuel like gas, coal, wood

■ Brand new building will fulfill its energetic effectivity
which is needed for obtaining certificates as BREEAM and LEED

ERcuper® Air
system heating
Blocks of flats (buildings) have ventilation from bathrooms,
toilets and kitchens placed on roofs, which warm air goes
through continually. The air’s temperature is between 21 - 23
degrees Celsius. Paradoxically, it is not necessary for environment to be released as warm. You would be able to use its
thermal energy for heating or for hot water preparation.

Waste air with temperature
of 21-23 degrees Celsius can
warm up water as high as 65
degrees Celsius for hot water
preparation.
■ Independence of boiler room, thermal energy production unit
■ Heating will work at any conditions
■ Replacement heating in case of outage of primary
source
■ ERcuper® Water + ERcuper® Air = the two greatest
items in budget in your hands
■ Technical solution is possible in every block of flats
(building), premises need maximum 40m2

Obtained thermal energy will be
used for heating or for hot water
processing. We are able to set the
software according to individual
needs and consumption of the
building (object).

The system will take thermal
energy from waste air due to
software. This thermal energy
will be returned into the building
(block of flats), cooled one will be
released into vicinity.
ERcuper® Air is installed to roof
ventilation, we will catch waste air
leaving your block of flats (building) with it.

Example:

How to
calculate
in reality

MORE EXAMPLES ARE IN DETAILS
DESCRIBED ON OUR WEB.

The inhabitants of block flats with 70 flats can spend 2600m3 of hot water.
The prices for making hot water are at price range of 8-13 euros a m3. We take
into consideration the average, e. g. 10 euros a m3. The inhabitants will pay to
the company 2600 x 10 = 26 000 euros.

Hot water expenses = 26000 euros /annually
Our system can secure hot water preparation at a price range of 38- 42 euros
a m3 (on average 4 euros a m3) operational expenses included. The inhabitants would pay 10 400 euros a year for rising consumption of electricity
needed for waste thermal energy and hot water preparation, included service
this way. Saving would be represented by 15 600 euros in one year.

Catching of waste thermal energy expenses =
10 400 euros a year
Saving with our system= 15 600 euros a year
To reach these savings, investment into construction of technology
ERcuper® Water at price of app. 140 000 euros is needed to be carried out.

Investment into ERcuper® Water = 140 000 euros
Recoverability = 8.9 year
Recoverability of this investment has been calculated by us with present
energy prices list. If we take into consideration that the price of thermal energy has been doubled within the last 13 years, it is apparent that investment
recoverability will become shorter considerably, too. The inhabitants of the
house will not be affected much by higher electricity price, as it makes up
only neglected part from energy, they will spend on hot water production.

The more expensive energies will be, the more you will
save up due to our system.
If the inhabitants of model block of flats (70 flats) wanted to save up on heating, our
system ERcuper® Air can catch during heating season 160 000 kWh of thermal energy
from the air on roof ventilation and return it back into heating system (e.g. from
kitchen digesters ventilations, those ones of bathrooms and toilets) and thus thermal
energy consumption for heating will get lower.

ERcuper® Air: + 160 000 kWh of thermal energy a year
At average prices of thermal energy suppliers (0.1 euro/kWh, fixed+ variable part), we
are able to lower fees for heating for the house in 16 000 euros year.

Saving of 7 500 euros a year with our system
To reach the goal, the investment into installation of our system ERcuper® Air at the
price of app. 65 000 euros is needed to be carried out. To catch leaking thermal energy,
48 000kWh of electricity are spent on and people in the house will spend about 7 000
euros a year on it. Service of our device will cost them 1 500 euros a year. Final saving is
featured by 7 500 euros a year, recoverability would be 8.7 year. By gradual energy prices rise, however, recoverability will get shorter considerably and this is valid what we
have mentioned above, the more expensive energies will be, the more you will save up.

Investment into ERcuper® Air = 65 000 euros
Recoverability = 8.7 year

Košice,
Boženy Němcovej street
10 – 12

References:

Block of flats
The inhabitants of block of flats in Košice needed to
lower their annual expenses being created for hot water
consumption and heating. Central withdrawal got more
expensive for them when houses in vicinity had become
independent. However, they still needed to withdraw hot
water as well as heating one. The idea of independence
and to be cut off from the original supplier has arisen
followed by construction of own boiler room. The legislation prevented them from realisation of this plan. People
went on paying high invoices for hot water and thermal
energy henceforth…

MORE REFERENCES
ON THE WEB

We have decided to help the house with installation of our
system ERcuper® Water. Repeated energy acquisition from
wasting water can save up considerable expenses for hot water
people need daily. Construction permit was not needed, only
bank loan was needed to be realised. We assisted them with
that. Our device took up only 40m2 (the house has 88 flats).
The flat owners have been saving to the fullest since October
2018 due to ERcuper® Water. We have been monitoring the
system with our goal to go from 80% to 90% of savings.

88

flats

There are 88 flats in
the house altogether

88,2 %

October

2018

7

months

Start of ERcuper®
Water operation

It took so much time
to arrange technologies as a prime project

12

100 %

necessity

months

We were able to
carry out hot water
preparation up to
88.2% after
7 months

We were able to rise
hot water supply to
99.5% after further
5 months

of thermal energy
Today we guarantee
hot water preparation
by warming waste
thermal energy up to
100%

Frequent
questions

Does warming up of waste water
by thermal energy contaminate
drinking water?
Waste water and drinking one will never come into contact. The device is
hermetically secured, no contamination and odour are in the offing.

Is the device noisy?
Technology (system) for gaining thermal energy from waste water is
located in a closed room which is constructed to be soundproof. The
device for catching thermal energy from waste air is located mainly on
roof, hence its operation does not bother anybody.

Will we feel odour from drainage
system after system installation?

QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED
BY ON-LINE FORM, TOO

Drainage system pipelines are always in your house. Used water from
washing, cleaning, showering constantly flows in there. When installing
our system, it does not mean to construct a new drainage network. The
system is placed next to existing network, it only takes thermal energy from it via thermal energy interchanger. Nothing will be opened,
nothing will leak, so nothing will smell or will make your life be unpleasant.

Is anything needed to be
assembled in every flat?
No. The system will be installed in one room within the premises, in case of heating, a part of technology remains on the roof,
when installing our system, any assembling activities will be
finished.

How to persuade the flats
owners?
We do understand, if they are to be obliged by a loan for assembling the device, they must trust it, know its advantages, details.
We will help you! We will carry out calculation which you will be
shown suggested savings on. We will be glad to come to your
flats owners’ gathering and we will discuss it personally.

How much does the whole
system cost?
It is inevitable to deal with 100 000 euros minimum. The system
is calculated individually, as every building has different consumption. The price offer is not obligatory and it is for free. Loan
is possible to be granted for these systems.

We recycle
energy for you
We have printed this leaflet on 100% recycled paper
with FSC certificate. Timber used for paper production
was made and processed in a responsible way environmentally, socially and economically. The paper has
certificate of Blue angel as well. It is sure no chemicals
were used for paper production and water and energy
consumption were limited to minimum.

Ing. Zdenko Miko
sales director
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